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Mémorire is a game based on the well-known
principle of the Memory: We must find 2 identical

cards in the set. Each pair discovered is
associated with an emotion or a Laughter Yoga

exercise. The cards are divided into 4 poles:
laughing, playing, pretending, and

communicating. Each chicken is recognizable by
its colored background. Depending on the age of

the players, you can use all the cards or limit
yourself to one or 2 poles.

Goal of the game: the Mémorire is a
collaborative game whose object is to promote
the well-being of players and does not aim to

designate a winner. This game was developed to
have fun, entertain and have a good time.

 

 Mémorire game (Compagnie
3.42)

 

Digital tool with exercises for youth workers
including youth with spectrum of autism. The
tool contains highlights from theatre
activities and theatre show prepared with
participants. In second part of a tool you will
find exercises for different target groups with
explanation of preparation part, the outcome
and aims of each task. The tool is fully made
in video form. 
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More about
Compagnie 3.42

Watch here

This Manual for Facilitators and Youth Workers
provides innovative and creative tools to enhance

communication and help creating bridges of
understanding between generations in low density

urban areas.  

 Comm Comm - Manual for
Facilitators

Read more

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHCNqvRZjFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHCNqvRZjFo
https://compagnie342.eu/fr/
https://compagnie342.eu/fr/
https://compagnie342.eu/fr/
https://compagnie342.eu/fr/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHCNqvRZjFo
https://commcomm.eu/manual-for-facilitators/
https://commcomm.eu/manual-for-facilitators/
https://commcomm.eu/manual-for-facilitators/


Are we doing enough to address loneliness in
adolescence? - a framework, based on extensive
desk research and interviews across Europe with

young people ages 14-16 years, provides guidance
for the development of teaching and learning

materials for youth who report loneliness.
 Report summarises learnings from the literature

search and young people’s perspectives on
loneliness.

Fit to Belong - Loneliness
Report 

RESEARCHES 

This intellectual output aimed to create a
new “language” of interaction between
young and old people in low density urban
areas. The starting point will be the most
commonly used emojis in social networks
nowadays to create an understanding of
how graphic representations can lead to
emotions and emotional coherence in
written or text-based communication. 

Comm Comm - Toolbox

Read more

Read more

Read more

The collection of best practices presented in
this toolkit highlights the tactics and
strategies of youth work that allow young
people, as well as citizens in general, to
participate in their cities, while also sparking
greater interest through inclusive local
actions or youth work related projects.

Toolkit - Youth work
in/for the shrinking cities

It is an initiative to help students who do not
have access to technology and therefore cannot
attend classes, nor receive, do and send their
work.
Initiative is carried out in Almada, Portugal
through collecting non-used computers, their
parts, monitors, keyboards and etc., fixing them
and distributing refurbished ones to those in
need.

O Futuro Está On

See more

YOUTH INITIATIVES 

Creative activities carried out in
nature: from camping and scouting to

cleaning environment, observing
nature, collecting trash in clean-ups

and creating something from the
collected materials.

Digital Toolbox of activities will be
released in the short future.

 #Creativity@Nature

See more

PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS

https://commcomm.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/IO1_REPORT_SURVEY_final_2020.pdf
https://commcomm.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/IO1_REPORT_SURVEY_final_2020.pdf
https://fit2belong.eu/sites/default/files/resources/Are%20we%20doing%20enough%20to%20address%20loneliness%20in%20adolescence%20.pdf
https://fit2belong.eu/sites/default/files/resources/Are%20we%20doing%20enough%20to%20address%20loneliness%20in%20adolescence%20.pdf
https://commcomm.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/IO2_REPORT_Toolbox_09_2020.pdf
https://commcomm.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/IO2_REPORT_Toolbox_09_2020.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/futuroestaon/photos/a.106600927699271/107042327655131/
https://www.facebook.com/futuroestaon/
https://commcomm.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/IO2_REPORT_Toolbox_09_2020.pdf
https://commcomm.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/IO1_REPORT_SURVEY_final_2020.pdf
https://fit2belong.eu/sites/default/files/resources/Are%20we%20doing%20enough%20to%20address%20loneliness%20in%20adolescence%20.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/futuroestaon/?__cft__[0]=AZULngoVTsJKX_b4i-Sz6Fx5WjJKVdub8Ra0M2QzNj2EMU18etJBaDR2w-CmhjdeAru92IZ5fNbACTfwE0Yu_RMO5-eYzD_TFw_uDVFxfcT_TshDwB7nE-g4jqOIcZe_fXT00rHd3Nio45ZLW_AjQOAu&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/futuroestaon
https://www.facebook.com/Creative.Activities.in.Nature/photos/a.105769568304528/105773991637419/
https://www.facebook.com/Creative.Activities.in.Nature/
https://www.facebook.com/Creative.Activities.in.Nature/


Read more

In July 2021, 20 young volunteers were hosted
for one month in Lefkada, Greece. During this

month, they organized gastronomic events in
four villages in Lefkada region: (Syvros, Agios
Nikitas, Kariotes and Nikiana) with the aim to

develop gastronomic tourism in these regions
which are economically affected by the

pandemic. During these events, our volunteers
proposed socio-educational games and quizzes
for the public to promote healthy lifestyle and

European culinary culture.
Gastronomy, Love, Attitude, Zooming on

Education - is an European Solidarity Corps
group volunteering project carried out in

partnership with five organizations, members of
our cooperation network, from France, Portugal,

Bulgaria, Romania and Spain.
 

 ESC GLAZE III

MEETING WITH YOUNG
CRAFTERS

Poster here

Solidarity Tracks in cooperation
with the members of our
network, partners in E-youth
patrimony project and with the
participation of our
international partners will
organize the remotely forum of
EU and international young
crafters at 17/12/2021 from
14:00 to 17:00 CET.

This invitation is open for all
the young crafters. 

To register please contact:
pistes_solidaires@yahoo.gr

RAISE: The EU
Comparative

PARTNERS
Verein zur Förderung von Kulturaustausch und Nachhaltigkeit - Gain&sustain:

Europe, Austria
MONOPATIA ALLILEGGIIS/SOLIDARITY TRACKS, Greece

The Starry Start of Talents Foundation, Bulgaria
Lužánky stredisko volného času Brno, príspevková organizace/“SVC Luzanky”, Czech

republic
CREFAD LOIRE, France

Hungarian Volunteer sending foundation, Hungary
Asociatia de tineri din Ardeal, Romania 

Non-Formal Learning Centre VitaTiim ( Mittetulundusuhing VitaTiim), Estonia 
Semper Avanti, Poland 

DIAGONAL ESPAÑA, Spain 
Asociacion Mundus – Un Mundo a tus Pies, Spain

Kalkinma ve inovasyon Ofisi Dernegi - Development And Innovation Office
Organization, Cyprus 

Associazione Costiera Amalfitana Riserva Biosfera, Italy
ASSOCIAÇÃO NOVO MUNDO AZUL, Portugal 

ACTOR, Romania 
Developement and innovation office organization, Turkey

 

https://tamonopatia.org/glaze-iii/
https://tamonopatia.org/glaze-iii/
https://tamonopatia.org/glaze-iii/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w2Gx6jfhijlsKuHpFT8HAlLRFw-ZrHhO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w2Gx6jfhijlsKuHpFT8HAlLRFw-ZrHhO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w2Gx6jfhijlsKuHpFT8HAlLRFw-ZrHhO/view?usp=sharing
mailto:pistes_solidaires@yahoo.gr

